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Abstract: We give to the categorical theory PR of Primitive Recursion a
logically simple, algebraic presentation, via equations between maps, plus one
genuine Horner type schema, namely Freyd’s uniqueness of the initialised
iterated. Free Variables are introduced – formally – as another names for
projections. Predicates χ : A → 2 admit interpretation as (formal) Objects
{A |χ} of a surrounding Theory PRA = PR + (abstr) : schema (abstr) for-
malises this predicate abstraction into additional Objects. Categorical Theory
PR̂A ⊐ PRA ⊐ PR then is the Theory of formally partial PR-maps, hav-
ing Theory PRA embedded. This Theory PR̂A bears the structure of a (still)
diagonal monoidal category. It is equivalent to “the” categorical theory of µ-
recursion (and of while loops), viewed as partial PR maps. So the present
approach to partial maps sheds new light on Church’s Thesis, “embedded”
into a Free-Variables, formally variable-free (categorical) framework.
0 This is part 1 of a cycle on Recursive Categorical Foundations.
There is a still more detailed version (pdf file) equally entitled Theories of PR Maps and
Partial PR Maps
0 Legend of LOGO: PR̂A = P̂RA symbolises the theory of partial maps over categorical
Free-Variables theory PRA of Primitive Recursion, PR, with predicate Abstraction
∗TU Berlin, Mathematik, pfender@math.tu-berlin.de
†last revised June 25, 2018
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1 Introduction
We develop here, from scratch, a formally variable-free, categorical Theory of
µ-recursion, without use of formal quantification: This Theory is formalised on
the basis of a theory PR̂A of partial PR maps which in turn is introduced as a
definitional, conservative extension of Theory PRA = PR+ (abstr), the latter
obtained from fundamental categorical Theory PR of Primitive Recursion: we
formally interpret PR predicates χ : A → 2 as additional, defined Objects of
emerging Theory PRA : schema of abstraction already “hidden” in fundamental
Theory PR of Primitive Recursion. The latter is given as Cartesian Hull over
data and axioms of a Natural Numbers Object N, this in the sense of Lawvere,
Eilenberg & Elgot, and Freyd.
Central in present approach is the notion of a partial PR map: Such a
(formally) partial map f : A ⇀ B is given, in categorical, variable-free terms,
by:
- an enumeration source Object Df in PRA(e.g.: Df = N),
- a PRA-map df : Df → A, meaning for PRA-enumeration of defined
arguments of f,
- and a PRA-rule-map f̂ : Df → B for f,
- these data with (intuitive) meaning: for a ∈ A defined argument, of form
a = df(aˆ) ∈ A for suitable aˆ ∈ Df : df(aˆ) = a
 f // f̂(aˆ) ∈ B .
We prove a Structure Theorem for partial-map extensions Ŝ ⊐ S, where
S is a Cartesian PR theory with schema of predicate abstraction – mostly
S : = PRA or one of its strengthenings – which establishes these extensions
(via embedding) as diagonal monoidal PR theories: Cartesian structure is lost
in part, since the (still present) projection- and terminal-map-families do not
preserve their character as natural transformations in the extension. These
partial-map extensions turn out to be Closures:
̂̂
S ∼= Ŝ : Partial partial maps
have a representation as just partial maps.
Within this Free-Variables (formally: variable free) categorical framework
PR̂A for partial PR map theories, we discuss (Free-Variables) category based
µ-recursion as well as content driven loops such as while loops.
This prepares in particular discussion of termination for suitable special such
loops, namely those given as Complexity Controlled Iterations, for which itera-
tion step decreases a complexity measure within a suitably given (constructive)
ordinal O, “until” minimum 0 of O is reached. Complexity Controlled Iteration
is basic for the following second part of investigation on Recursive Categorical
Foundations, RCF 2, entitled Evaluation and Consistency.
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Evaluation of PR map codes is there resolved into such an iteration with
descending complexity values. “Hence” we can “hope” this formally partial
evaluation to always terminate, by reaching complexity 0. In that case within
ordinal O taken the lexicographically ordered set of polynomials over N, in one
indeterminate.
2 Notions, Axioms, Results for Theories PR and PRA
Fundamental TheoryPR of Primitive Recursion is theminimal, “initial” Carte-
sian Theory with (universal) Natural Numbers Object:
As Objects it has 1, N, . . . , A, B, . . . , (A×B), i. e. all (binary bracketed)
finite powers of Natural Numbers Object (“NNO”) N.
It comes with associative composition “◦”, functorial cylindrification (A ×
g) : A×B → A×B′ – and from this with bifunctorial Cartesian product “×” –
and is generated over basic map constants 0 : 1→ N (zero), successor s : N×N,
as well as terminal map ! : A → 1, diagonal ∆ : A → A × A, and projections
ℓ : A× B → A and r : A× B → B.
For given f : C → A and g : C → B, induced map (f, g) : C → A× B into
Cartesian Product is defined as
(f, g) =def (f × g) ◦∆C : C → C
2 =by def C × C → A× B,
with (f×g) : C2 → A×B defined by either – equal(!) – sequence of cylindrified
above, see diamond sub-diagram in
A
f // A′
A′ × B
ℓ
88rrrrrrrrrrr
A′×g
&&LL
LLL
LLL
LL
A× B
ℓ
OO
f×B
99ssssssssss =by def f×g //
A×g %%KK
KKK
KKK
KK
r

A′ ×B′
ℓ
OO
r

A× B′
f×B′
88rrrrrrrrrr
r
&&LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
B g
// B′
Binary Cartesian Map Product diagram
In present context we take Godement’s equations for Cartesian (!) Prod-
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uct, as axioms:
A
C
f
44
=
(f,g) //
=
M
g
**
A× B
ℓ
OO
r

B
Uniqueness of the induced (f, g) =by def (f × g) ◦ ∆C : C → C
2 → A×B
is forced – axiomatically – by the following Fourman’s equation (equational
schema):
h : C → A× B map
(Four!)
(ℓA,B ◦ h, rA,B ◦ h) = h : C → A× B.
The NNO
1
0 // N
s // N is given – by axiom – the following property,
expressed as iteration schema:
A× N
A×s //
f§

=
A× N
f§

A
(id,0 !)
<<yyyyyyyyy
id
""F
FF
FF
FF
FF
F = (it)
A
f // A
Basic Iteration diagram
As Uniqueness schema we need the following one – of Freyd, formally
stronger than uniqueness of the iterated f § : A × N → A satisfying the equa-
tions of Basic Iteration diagram above – namely Uniqueness of initialised
iterated:
f : A→ B, g : B → B, h : A× N→ B, all in PR,
h ◦ (idA, 0 ◦ !A) = f : A→ B, (init)
h ◦ (A× s) = g ◦ h : A× N→ B, (step)
(FR!)
h = g§ ◦ (f × N) : A× N→ B × N→ B,
in terms of Freyd’s pentagonal diagram:
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A× N
A×s //
f×N

=h

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f×N

h

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A
(id,0 !)
==zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
f
""D
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
D = B × N
g§

B × N
g§

B
g // B
Freyd’s uniqueness diagram (FR!)
Schemata (it) and (FR!) give in fact the well-known full schema (pr) of
Primitive Recursion:
g = g(a) : A→ B PR (init map)
h = h((a, n), b) : (A× N)× B → B (step map)
(pr)
f = f(a, n) = pr[g, h] (a, n) : A× N→ B in PR such that
f(a, 0) = g(a) : A→ B (init), and
f(a, s n) = h((a, n), f(a, n)) : (A× N)→ B, (step)
as well as
(pr!) : f is unique with these properties.
This full schema of PR has as consequence in particular the elegant and
powerfull Uniqueness schemata of Goodstein, U1 - U4, whith passive pa-
rameter, usually a ∈ N here made explicit.
Using these schemata, Goodstein proves central equations for addition,
truncated subtraction, and multiplication on the “NNO” N :
As usual, the basic structure of a unitary commutative semiring on NNO N
– (plus truncated subtraction and exponentiation) – is defined – and charac-
terised, map theoretically – with interpretation of Free Variables a and n as
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projections a : = ℓ : A× N→ A and n : = r : A× N→ N – as follows:
0, 1 =by def s 0 : 1→ N : zero resp. one,
addition a+ n = s§(a, n) : N2 → N by
a+ 0 = a : N→ N, a+ s n = s(a+ n) : N2 → N,
truncated subtraction a .− n : N2 → N by:
a .− 0 = a, a .− s n = pre (a .− n),
with predecessor pre : N→ N
PR defined (and characterised) by pre 0 = 0, pre s n = n,
so for example 5 .− 2 = 3, but 2 .− 5 = 0;
multiplication a · n : N2 → N by
a · 0 = 0, a · s n = a · n + a,
and exponentiation an : N2 → N by
a0 = 0, as n = an · a.
Remark on use of free variables: Interpretation of Free Variables as (iden-
tities) resp. projections, (possibly nested) is subject to formal rules extend-
ing this interpretation in the above example. Vice versa, projections can be
seen as free variables, by (re)naming them with names a, b, . . . , x, y, . . . usually
standing for free “individual” variables. From now on, we will make exten-
sive use of Free Variables, anchored in the Cartesian structure of basic theory
PRA = PR+ (abstr) and its strengthenings.
Continuation of elementary map equations for NNO N : Multiplication
on N distributes not only over addition but over truncated subtraction as well,
almost (again) by definition.
(Boolean) Logic and Order then are defined, and characterised as follows,
the latter essentially via truncated subtraction:
sign = sign(n) : N→ N by sign(0) = 0, sign(s n) = 1 = s 0 : N→ 2,
¬ = ¬(n) : N→ N by ¬(0) = 1, ¬(s n) = 0.
A map χ : A→ N, here such a map within PR, is called a predicate (on Object
A) if
sign ◦ χ = ¬ ◦ ¬ ◦ χ = chi : N→ N.
By obvious reason, we write for this
χ : A→ 2 ⊂ N.
For the moment, this is just notation. Later, in theory PRA to come, Object
2 = {n ∈ N |n < s s 0} ⊂ N will become an Object on its own right.1
1 The idea to introduce Boolean (!) Free-Varibles predicate Calculus into the The-
ory of Primitive Recursion this way, without an explicit basic (“undefined”) Object 2 ≡
{false, true} ≡ {0, 1} goes back to Goodstein 1971 and Reiter 1982.
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Using this notation, we get the Boolean Operations, and basic binary pred-
icates on N as
∧ = [ a ∧ b ] =def sign(a · b) : N
2 → N,
[m ≤ n ] =def ¬ [m
.− n ] : N2 → 2.
[m < n ] =def sign [n
.− m ] : N2 → 2,
and directly from “≤ ”:
[m
.
= n ] = [m ≤ n ] ∧ [n ≤ m ] : N2 → 2.
The latter predicate is predicative equality. It can be extended to all fundamental
Objects (finite bracketed powers of N), by componentwise conjunctive definition.
And furthermore to (formal, virtual) predicate extensions {A |χ : A → 2} of
PR-predicates χ, see below.
[ Addition as well as multiplication – the latter with arguments greater zero
– are strictly monotonous with respect to the (linear) order introduced above
via truncated subtraction.]
This equality “of individuals” [ a
.
= a′ ] : A2 → 2 is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive. On N it satisfies – with regard to strict order < : N2 → N – the law
of trichotomy.
Furthermore it is – as we expect it from a “sound” notion of equality –
substitutive (in Leibniz’ sense), with respect to the “basic meta-operations”
composition, Cartesian Product, as well as Iteration, and therefore in partic-
ular with respect to all operations (above), introduced on N via these basic
meta-operations.
The key relationship between this predicate and the – already given – notion
of equality between maps:
f =PR g : A→ B, also written
PR ⊢ f = g : A→ B :
Theory PR derives equality f = g,
is the following Equality Definability Schema, which is derivable in theory PR,
and also in Theory PRA = PR+(abstr) to come, as well as in all strengthenings
of these:
Equality Definability Theorem: An Arithmetical Theory T, i. e. T an
extension of PR, admits the following schema (EquDef):
f, g : A→ N in T,
T ⊢
.
= ◦ (f, g) = trueN2 : N
2 → 2
(EquDef)
T ⊢ f = g : A→ N, algebraically:
f =T g : A→ N.
Equality Definability extends to T-map pairs f, g : A → B with (common)
codomain a (finite) Cartesian Product B of Objects N, a fundamental Object
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– in PR – or even B a predicative extension B = {C | γ} of such an Object, an
Object of Theory PRA for short, see below.
Remark: For proof of the laws of multiplication, and also for proof of
logically all important Equality Definability above, Goodstein proves commu-
tativity of the maximum function, namely
max(a, b) =def a + (b
.− a) = b+ (a .− b) =by def max(b, a) : N
2 → N.
We now “realise” straight forward the schema of predicate abstraction: We
start with a (PR) predicate χ : A → 2 on a fundamental Object A : Object
A is a (binary bracketed) Cartesian product out of N and 1. Such a predicate
χ : A→ 2, formally: χ : N→ N (see above), can be turned into a virtual, “new”
Object {A |χ} = {a ∈ A |χ(a)} easily: just take as Objects of new frame,
extended Theory PRA the fundamental maps of form χ : A → 2 (predicates)
within fundamental Theory PR above, and as maps between such Objects
{A |χ} and {B |ψ} those PR-maps f : A→ B which transform χ into ψ. Two
such maps f, g : A→ B are identified, declared equal, if they agree “on” χ. This
definitional, conservative extension is called here PRA = PR+ (abstr) ⊐ PR,
the basic Theory of Primitive Recursion.
Structure Theorem for PRA : Basic Theory PRA becomes a Carte-
sian Category (Theory), has all Extensions of its predicates and therefore all
equalisers, and contains fundamental Theory PR embedded via
〈 f : A→ B 〉 7→ 〈 f : {A | trueA} → {B | trueB} 〉.
Furthermore, it has all equality predicates – by restriction – and admits the
schema of Equality Definability.
Proof (Reiter 1980): A preliminary version of PRA is constructed as
canonical extension of PR’s Class of Objects into its predicates and then ad-
mitting as maps between these “new” Objects those of PR which are com-
patible with the given, defining predicates for these “Objects”. This way one
gets a Cartesian PR theory. Equality of PRA maps, given by their equality on
the predicate of their PRA Domain Object, is compatible with this Cartesian
PR structure and thereby gives the Cartesian PR structure of PRA, defined
as Quotient theory by this notion of equality. Forming the iterated is likewise
compatible with this canonical notion of equality in the extended world, and
therefore PRA becomes this way a PR category. By construction, PRA gets in
addition the wanted predicate-extension and equaliser-by-extension structure:
it has finitie limits, in particular pullbacks (and multiple pullbacks) q.e.d.
Remarks:
(i) A PRA-map f : {A |χ} → {B |ψ} can be viewed as a defined partial
PR map from A to B with values in ψ : Set of defined arguments, namely {a ∈
A |χ(a)} is PR decidable. By definitin of PRA’s equality, PR-map f : A→ B
“doesn’t care” about arguments a in the complement {a ∈ A | ¬χ(a)}.
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So wouldn’t it be easier to realise this view to defined partial maps just by
throwing the undefined arguments into a waste basket {⊥} say?
But where to place this waste basket, this for each Codomain Object B?
The fundamental Objects have a zero-vector as a candidate. For example we
could interprete truncated subtraction as a defined partial map
a .− b : {(m,n) ∈ N× N |m ≥ n} → N,
and throw the complement {(m,n) ∈ N×N |m < n} into waste basket {0} ⊂ N.
But this is not a good interpretation of truncated (!) subtraction: Value 0 is
not waste, it has an important meaning as zero.
“The” waste basket {⊥} should be an entity with a natural extra represen-
tation, and we should have only one such entity in a later theory of defined
partial PR maps to come. This theory, to be called PRX
A
, will be constructed
with the help of Universal Object X which is to contain codes of all singletons
and (nested) pairs of natural numbers, and “below” these codes it has room
for code of undefined value symbol ⊥ , in a “Hilbert’s hotel”. All this will be
carried through within present theory PRA.
(ii) A PR-map f : A→ B such that f “is” a PRA-map
f : {A |χ ∨ χ′ : A→ 2} → {B |ψ}, also “works” as a PRA-map
f : {A |χ} → {B |ψ}, and a PRA-map
g : {A |χ} → {B |ψ ∧ ψ′} also “works” as a PRA-map
g : {A |χ} → {B |ψ}.
Since map-properties of injectivity, epi-property of PR-maps viewed as PRA-
maps, depend on choice of hosting (predicative) PRA Objects – examples
above – specification of a PRA map f : {A |χ} → {B |ψ} must contain, besides
PR-map f : A→ B, Domain and Codomain Objects χ : A→ 2 and ψ : B → 2
as well. This way the members of Map set family PRA(A,B) : A,B PRA-
Objects, become mutually disjoint. Inclusions i : A′
⊆
−→ A′′ are realised in
PRA as restricted PR-identities idA : {A |χ
′}
⊆
−→ {A |χ′′}, χ′ =⇒ χ′′.
3 Goodstein Arithmetic GA
In “Development of Mathematical Logic” (Logos Press 1971) R. L. Goodstein
gives four basic uniqueness–rules for Free–Variable Arithmetics. We show here
that these four rules are sufficient for proving the commutative and associative
laws for multiplication and the distributive law, for addition as well as for
truncated subtraction.
We include2 into Goodstein’s uniqueness–rules a “passive parameter” a.
These extended rules are provable using Freyd’s uniqueness Theorem (pr!), part
2Sandra Andrasek and the author
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of full schema (pr) of Primitive Recursion which he deduces from his uniqueness
(FR!) of the initialised iterated. Freyd deduces the latter from availability of a
Natrual Numbers Object N in Lawvere’s sense, and (!) axiomatic availability
of “higher order” internal hom objects with, again axiomatic, evaluation map
family for these objects, of form ǫA,B : B
A × A → B within (!) the category
considered.
Goodstein’s rules with passive parameter: Let f, g : A × N → N
be primitive recursive maps, s : N → N the successor map n 7→ n + 1 and
pre : N → N the predecessor map, usually written as n 7→ n .− 1.
Then Goodstein’s rules read:
f(a, sn) = f(a, n) : A× N→ B
U1
f(a, n) = f(a, 0) : A× N→ B
f(a, s n) = s f(a, n) : A× N→ N
U2
f(a, n) = f(a, 0) + n : A× N→ N
f(a, sn) = pre f(a, n) : A× N→ N
U3
f(a, n) = f(a, 0) .− n : A× N→ N
f(a, 0) = g(a, 0) : A→ N
f(a, sn) = g(a, sn) : A× N→ N
U4
f(a, n) = g(a, n) : A× N→ N.
Comment: Theories PR and PRA allow, within rules U1 and U4 above,
for replacing N as a Codomain Object, by an arbitrary object B of PR resp.
PRA.
Rule U4, of uniqueness of maps defined by case distinction, is nothing else
than uniqueness of the induced map out of the sum A×N ∼= (A×1)+ (A×N),
this sum canonically realised via injections ι = (idA × 0) : A × 1 → A × N as
well as, right injection: κ = idA × s : A× N→ A× N :
This uniqueness combined with Leibniz’ compatibility of induced-map-out-
of-a-sum with map (term) equality, compatibility available in Theories PR,
PRA, and their strengthenings.
Proof of these four rules is straight forward for theories PR, PRA (and
strengthenings), using Freyd’s uniqueness (FR!) and uniqueness clause (pr!)
of the full schema of Primitive Recursion respectively.
U1-U4 give, by means of a derived schema V4, the wanted
Structure Theorem for NNO N : N admits the structure of a commuta-
tive semiring with zero, truncated subtraction .− = m .− n → N, over which
multiplication distributes, a linear order m < n : N2 → 2, and equality predicate
.
= = [m
.
= n ] : N2 → 2, both of the latter defined via truncated subtraction.
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Order and equality (predicates) satisfy the law of trichotomy; addition is strictly
monotoneous in both arguments; truncated subtraction is weakly monotoneous
in first, and weakly antitoneous in second argument, wheras multiplication is
strongly monotoneous in both arguments, on N2>0 = {N | > 0}
2.
N and {n ∈ N |n < 2} admit (2-valued) Boolean Logic sign, ¬, ∧, ∨, =⇒ .
Last but not least, the maximum max(a, b) : N2 → N commutes:
PR ⊢ max(a, b) =def a+ (b
.− a) = b+ (a .− b) =by def max(b, a) : N
2 → N.
This goes into Proof of Equality Definability, for PR, PRA, and strength-
enings.
Proof, by U1 - U4, straightforward but tedious.
4 Theories of Partial PR Maps
We now turn to Extension of PR theories – here Theory PRA or a strengthening
– into Theories of partial PR maps (map terms). This extension is understood
best, wenn looking at the following diagram which shows composition of two
such partial maps, g : B ⇀ C with f : A ⇀ B :
Dh
dh =

πℓ

πr
  A
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
bh

Df
df

bf
  A
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
p.b. Dg
dg

bg
  @
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@
=
A
f /
h= g b◦f
b=
9B
g / C
Composition diagram for Ŝ
A partial map f = 〈 (df : f̂) : Df → A× B 〉 : A ⇀ B
consists of a (PR) enumeration df = df(aˆ) : Df → A of defined-arguments for
f, and a rule f̂ = f̂(aˆ) : Df → B, fixing the values f(a) =def f̂(aˆ) for defined
arguments a ∈ A, i. e. a of form a = df(aˆ), aˆ ∈ Df .
Up to here, f defines just a relation, in the sense of Brinkmann/Puppe
1969. What is lacking is right uniqueness, see the following
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Partial-Map Schema:
γf = γf(aˆ) : Df → A× B S-map,
called graph (of f : A ⇀ B to be introduced),
df = df(aˆ) =def ℓ ◦ γf : Df → A defined arguments enumeration
f̂ = f̂(aˆ) : Df → B rule
S ⊢ df(aˆ)
.
= df(aˆ
′) =⇒ f̂(aˆ)
.
= f̂(aˆ′) : D2f → 2 (aˆ, aˆ
′ ∈ Df free) :
right uniqueness
(Ŝ)
f =def 〈 γf = (df , f̂) : Df → A× B 〉 : A ⇀ B
Ŝ-morphism, partial S map.
Diagram above then shows – Brinkmann &Puppe type – partial map
composition g ◦̂ f : A ⇀ B ⇀ C via pullback.
Equality f =̂ g : A ⇀ B of partial maps – over S – is established by
availability of a pair Df
i // Df ′
j
oo of defined-arguments comparison maps (in S)
which are compatible as such with df , df ′ as well as with f̂ , f̂ ′. Availability of
just on of these S maps, of i : Df → Df ′ say, defines “graph” inclusion, here
f ⊆̂ f ′ : A ⇀ B.
Basic compatibility of (partial) composition “ ◦̂ ”, with graph inclusion ⊆̂ –
and hence with partial equality “ =̂ ” then is given by the universal properties
of (composed) pullback in the following diagram3:
Dh_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
k
















//___________
r
DDD
D
!!D
DDDℓ
{{{
{
}}{{{
{
dh
		
bh

p.b.Df
i

bf
DD
D
!!D
DD
Ddf
}}}
~~}}
}
Dg′
j

bg
BB
B
  B
BBB
dg
zzz
||zzz
z
A
f
f ′
/
h
h′
5B
g
g′
/ C
Df
df ′AA
``AAA
bf ′zzz
==zzzz
Dg′
dg′DDD
bbDDD
bg′}}}
>>}}}
Dh′
r′zzz
==zzz
ℓ′CCC
aaCCCdh′
UU
bh′
II
p.b.
Compatibility diagram of ◦̂ with ⊆
Furthermore, composition via pullback above then is associative, by natural
equivalence of the (finite) limits defining compositions
h ◦̂ (g ◦̂ f), (h ◦̂ g) ◦̂ f : A ⇀ B ⇀ C ⇀ D.
3F. Hermann
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Cylindrification is componentwise, and gives the Cartesian Product for PRA as
a monoidal – again bifunctorial one – within extended Theory PR̂A ⊐ PRA.
But this extended Product does not have anymore (Godement’s) universal
properties of a Cartesian Product, within PR̂A.
Iteration in PR̂A works analogeously to composition, using in this case
pullback iteration.
Equality Definability: There is such a Theorem also for partial map The-
ory PR̂A and its strengthenings.
Structure Theorem for Ŝ :
(i) Ŝ carries a – canonical – structure of a diagonal symmetric monoidal
category, with partial composition ◦̂ and identities introduced above,
(monoidal) product × extending × of S, association ass : (A×B)×C
∼=
−→
A× (B×C), symmetry (“transposition”) Θ : A×B
∼=
−→ B×A, and diago-
nal ∆ : A→ A×A inherited from S; cf. Budach & Hoehnke 1975 and
– later4 – Pfender 1974 for an axiomatic approach to categories with a
given type of substitution transformations. Our present theory Ŝ, a the-
ory of partial PR maps, is a monoidal category, which has – in addition
to natural transformations ass, Θ, and ∆ above –, so-called half-terminal
maps, and the former projections as half-projective ones, in the terminol-
ogy of Budach & Hoehnke, “half” since the latter natural families of
Theory S, are no longer natural transformations for Theory Ŝ. All of this
substitutive structure is obviously preserved by the embedding S ⊏ Ŝ.
(ii) The defining diagram for an Ŝ-map – namely
Df bf

df

A
f / B
Partial Map diagram
– constitutes in fact a commuting Ŝ diagram.
Conversely – with same notation as above – define the minimised opposite
to df , beginning with formally partial, Ŝ map
d′−f = 〈 (df , [ ] bf) : Df → A×Df 〉 : A ⇀ Df ,
opposite (graph) to given S map df : Df → A. This opposite is made
right-unique by selecting Df -minimal f̂ equivalence representant
[ ] bf = [aˆ] bf =def min
Df
{aˆ′ ≤ aˆ | f̂(aˆ′)
.
=B f̂(aˆ)} : Df → Df :
4there is an earlier preprint of Budach & Hoehnke
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Minimal with respect to here “canonical”, Cantor-ordering on S Object
Df = {D | δ : D → 2}. This order is inherited from Df ’s “mother” funda-
mental Object, D, say. This object in turn is (well) ordered via canonical
counting
cantorD = cantorD(n) : N
∼=
−→ D,
(see general schema above of PR dominated minimum), and get the com-
muting Ŝ-diagram
Df bf

b=
A
d−
f
O
f / B
put together:
Df bf

df

b=
A
d−
f
O
f / B
Basic Partial Map diagram
(iii) The first factor f : A ⇀ B in a PR̂A-composition h = g ◦̂ f : A ⇀ B ⇀ C,
when giving an (embedded) PRA map h : A→ C, is itself an (embedded)
PRA map: first factor of a total map is total.
So each section (“coretraction”) of PR̂A is a PRA map, in particular a
PR̂A section of a PRA map is in PRA.
(iv) Ŝ clearly inherits from S Fourman’s uniqueness equation:
For h : C ⇀ A×B in Ŝ : h =̂ (h ◦̂ ℓ, h ◦̂ r) : C ⇀ A× B,
where for f : C ⇀ A , g : C ⇀ B,
(f, g) =def (f × g) ◦̂ ∆C : C → C × C ⇀ A×B,
with diagonal ∆C : C → C × C of S.
This equation guarantees uniqueness of the “induced” (f, g) : C ⇀ A×B,
but (f, g) does not satisfy (both of) the Cartesian equations
ℓ ◦̂ (f, g) =̂ f and r ◦̂ (f, g) =̂ g,
except f and g have equal domains of definition, i. e. if i : Df → Dg, j :
Dg → Df are available such that dg ◦ i = df : Df → A as well as
df ◦ j = dg : Dg → A.
(v) Iteration f § : A × N ⇀ A of Ŝ-endo is available in Ŝ, satisfying the
characteristic Ŝ-equations
f § ◦̂ (idA, 0) =by def f
§ ◦̂ (A× 0) ◦∆A =̂ idA : A→ A, and
f § ◦̂ (A× s) =̂ f ◦̂ f § : A× N⇀ A.
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(vi) Freyd’s uniqueness of the initialised iterated holds in Ŝ :
f : A ⇀ B, g : B ⇀ B, h : A× N⇀ B in Ŝ such that
h ◦̂ (idA, 0)⇀ f : A ⇀ B and
h ◦̂ (A× s) =̂ g ◦̂ h : A× N⇀ B
(FR!)bS
h =̂ g§ ◦̂ (f × N) : A× N⇀ B × N⇀ B.
[ The latter two statements are not so easy to prove: PR construction of
comparison maps is needed, for comparing the respective enumerations
of defined arguments in the postcedent, proceeding from the comparison
maps given by the antecedents.]
(vii) For extension Ŝ of S again, we get – by the general Freyd’s argument –
the corresponding full schema of primitive recursion, namely
g : A ⇀ B in Ŝ (initialisation),
h : (A× N)×B ⇀ B (step map)
(pr)bS
f = pr[ g, h ] : A× N⇀ B is available in Ŝ,
characterised (up to equality =̂ ) in Ŝ by
f ◦̂ (idA, 0) =̂ g : A ⇀ B and
f ◦̂ (A× s) =̂ h ◦̂ (idA×N, f)
=by def h ◦̂ ((A× N)× f) ◦̂ ∆A×N :
A× N→ (A× N)2 ⇀ (A× N)×B ⇀ B.
The Proof of this Structure Theorem is long, already since we have to
show that many assertions; but mainly since assertion (vi) needs some auxiliary
arguments.
Nevertheless, all of these assertions look plausible: they are “straightfor-
ward” extrapolations from the case of finite partial maps, by means we have
at our disposition for the potentially infinite, primitive recursive case as basic
theory.5
5 Partial-Map Extension as a Closure Operator
Closure: Theory
̂̂
S of partial maps over Ŝ, of partial partial maps over S,
is (category) equivalent to Theory Ŝ. Theory S is a strengthening of PRA as
always here.
Mutatis mutandis, construction of Partiality Hull Ŝ ⊐ S above of a Carte-
sian PR theory S can be applied again to diagonal monoidal Theory Ŝ “again”.
5full Proof is ready within detailed version, as a pdf file
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Because of lack of Cartesianness this is more involved, and so is verification
of the properties of this Double Closure
̂̂
S. In particular it is more difficult to
define composition: If you want to go into this detail, look at next diagram:
For defining composition of such
̂̂
S-morphisms, composition of say f : A ⇁
B and g : B ⇁ C, consider the following S/Ŝ/
̂̂
S-diagram which displays the
Ŝ/S data of f and g to be composed into an
̂̂
S-morphism g ̂̂◦ f : A ⇁ B ⇁ C :
Df
γf

Dγf
dγfoo
cγf
}}zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
D
g bb◦ f
πℓoo πr //
uujjjj
jjjj
jjjj
jjjj
jjjj
jj
))TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTT
Dγg
dγg //
cγg
!!D
DD
DD
DD
DD
D
Dg
γg

A×B
ℓ

r
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
U
Dγf ×
r◦cγf , ℓ◦cγg
Dγg
p.b.
B × C
ℓ
ttiiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
r

A
f
/ B g
/ C
Composition diagram for
̂̂
S
Composition g ̂̂◦ f : A ⇁ C then is defined to have as graph γ
g bb◦ f
the map
“induced” by the left and right frame morphisms of the diagram, namely:
γ
g bb◦ f
=def (ℓ ◦̂ γf ◦̂ dγf ◦ πℓ , r ◦̂ γg ◦̂ dγg ◦ πr) : Dg bb◦ f ⇀ A× C.
The next assertion (really) to be proved is idempotence of our Closure operator,
namely that each
̂̂
S map f : A ⇁ B is represented – with respect to notion of
equality ̂̂= of ̂̂S, by a suitable Ŝ-map h : A ⇀ B.
For a Proof look at the following diagram, for given
̂̂
S-map
f = 〈 γf = (ℓ ◦̂ γf, r ◦̂ γf) = : (df , f̂) : Df ⇀ A×B 〉 : A ⇁ B :
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Dh
defh=γh

Dγf
dh: = cdf

dγf

cγf
  
bbf =:bh

Df
d−
γf
J
df
	
γf
 bf

A×B
ℓ
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
r
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
A
f /
bb=
h
5 B
Closure diagram for Extension by partial maps
In this diagram, γf : Df ⇀ A×B is the graph of
̂̂
S-morphism f : A ⇁ B to
be considered. The S-maps dγf : Dγf → Df (defined-arguments enumeration)
and γ̂f : Dγf → A×B (rule) are to define γf : Df ⇀ A×B as a partial S-map,
an Ŝ morphism.
This diagram shows the way of Proof for
Closure Theorem for Extension of Theory S by Partial Maps:
Closure by Partial Maps is idempotent: Partial map Closure of theory Ŝ is
again a diagonal monoidal category
̂̂
S which is in fact equivalent – as such a
category – to theory Ŝ : ̂̂
S ∼= Ŝ.
[ Both inherit – from S – Object N as NNO in the sense of the (full) schema of
PR for N.]
6 µ-Recursion without Quantifiers
Church type “Inclusion”: For given PRA-predicate ϕ : A×N→ 2, partially
defined “map”
µϕ = µϕ(a) : A ⇀ N,
classically defined by
µϕ(a) =
{
min{n ∈ N |ϕ(a, n)} if (∃n ∈ N) ϕ(a, n)
undefined if (∀n ∈ N) ¬ϕ(a, n),
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has a – classically correct – representation within (strengthenings of) Theory
PR̂A as
Dµϕ =def {A× N |ϕ} = {(a, n) |ϕ(a, n)}
dµϕ = ℓ ◦⊆

bµϕ
))SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
A µϕ
/ N,
Here defined-arguments (PR) enumeration is
dµϕ = dµϕ(a, n) =def a : {A× N |ϕ} ⊆ A× N
ℓ
−→ A,
and rule µ̂ϕ : {(a, n) |ϕ(a, n)} → N is (totally) PR defined by
µ̂ϕ = µ̂ϕ(a, n) = min{m ≤ n |ϕ(a,m)} : {(a, n) |ϕ(a, n)} → N.
µ-Lemma: Ŝ admits the following (Free-Variables) schema (µ), operator
µ’s “property”, combined with uniqueness schema (µ!), as a characterisation of
the µ-operator 〈ϕ : A× N→ 2 〉 7→ 〈µϕ : A ⇀ N 〉 above:
ϕ = ϕ(a, n) : A× N→ 2 S−map (“predicate”),
[ a ∈ A (free) is the passive parameter,
n ∈ N free the recursion parameter ]
(µ)
µϕ = 〈 (dµϕ , µ̂ϕ) : Dµϕ → A× N 〉 : A ⇀ N
is an Ŝ-map such that
S ⊢ ϕ(dµϕ(aˆ), µ̂ϕ(aˆ)) = trueDµϕ : Dµϕ → 2,
[ aˆ ∈ Dµϕ free, so just a ∈ A of form a : = dµϕ(aˆ)
counts as – is enumerated as – “defined argument” for µϕ ]
+ “argumentwise” minimality:
S ⊢ [ϕ(dµϕ(aˆ), n) =⇒ µ̂ϕ(aˆ) ≤ n ] : Dµϕ × N→ 2
as well as uniqueness, by maximal extension:
f = f(a) : A ⇀ N in Ŝ such that
S ⊢ ϕ(df(aˆ), f̂(aˆ)) = trueDf : Df → 2,
S ⊢ ϕ(df(aˆ), n) =⇒ f̂(aˆ) ≤ n : Df × N→ 2(µ!)
S ⊢ f ⊆̂ µϕ : A ⇀ N (inclusion of graphs).
Proof of schema (µ) is by definition of µϕ = µϕ (a) : A ⇀ N. Proof
idea for uniqueness schema (µ!) is “displayed” as the following diagram:
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A× N
dµϕ= ℓ
vvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nn
ϕ

bµϕ
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
A
µϕ
8
f
82 N
Df
df
OO
j=(df , bf)
CC
bf
AA
µ-applied-to-S-predicates diagram gives f ⊆̂µϕ.
Remark: Within Peano-Arithme´tique PA, and hence also within set the-
ory, our µϕ : A ⇀ N equals
µϕ = 〈 (⊆ , µ̂ϕ) : Aˆ→ A× N 〉 : A ⊃ Aˆ→ N,
with Aˆ = {aˆ ∈ A | ∃n ϕ(aˆ, n)}, and µ̂ϕ(aˆ) = min{m ∈ N |ϕ(aˆ, m)} : Aˆ → N,
i. e. it is given there by the classical partial minimum definition. But this
definition lacks constructivity, since Aˆ ⊆ A is in general not PR decidable.
Conversely, consider a partial PR map,
f = 〈(df , f̂) : Df → A× B〉 : A ⇀ B, out of PR̂A.
Standard, pointed case: f is defined at least at one point, say at a0 = df(aˆ0) :
1→ Df → A.
Such f is represented easily, within Theory PR̂A, by a µ-recursive PR̂A-map
(followed by a PRA map), namely by
µ[f ] =def (f̂ ◦ countDf ) ◦̂ µϕf : A ⇀ N⇀ Df → N.
PRA-predicate ϕf = ϕf(a, n) : A× N→ 2 is given as
ϕf = ϕf(a, n) =def [ a
.
=A df ◦ countDf (n) ] : A× N→ A×Df → 2 PR.
Here countDf : N→ Df designates a (retractive) (PR) count of Df . For dispos-
ing on this count of Df , we had to assume that Df comes with a PRA-point,
aˆ0 : 1→ Df above.
Partial map µϕf : A ⇀ N is the genuine µ-recursive kernel of µ-representation
µ[f ] : A ⇀ B of (pointed) partial map f : A ⇀ B. We count composition of
µ-recursive maps with PR maps equally under the µ-recursive ones. So in this
sense, µ[f ] =̂ f : A ⇀ B is a µ-recursive representant of f within PR̂A and its
strengthenings, a (partial) map in µR, and in µS for strengthenings S of PRA.
The case that Df has no point, and is nevertheless not S-derivably empty,
causes a problem, formally. We “solve” this problem by modifying (extending)
the definition of µ[f ] : A ⇀ N as follows:
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PRA-Object Df is predicative restriction Df : D → 2 of a fundamental
Object D, which comes as such with a (componentwise) zero 0 : 1 → D as
(privilegded) point. This Object admits a Cantor count countD : N
∼=
−→ D.
(Trivial exception: for D = 1, countD = ! : N→ 1 is still a retraction.)
In present general case, replace – on the way – Object A ⊂ X by sum,
(disjoint) union 1 ⊕ A ⊂ X, and define ϕ˚f = ϕ˚f(a, n) : A × N → 2 by the
following PRA-diagram:
A× N
ϕ˚f //
⊂ι×N

=def
2
(1⊕A)× N
(1⊕A)×countD

(1⊕A)× (1⊕A)
.
=
OO
(1⊕ A)×D (1⊕A)× ((D rDf )⊕Df )
id ×(!DrDf⊕df )
OO
ϕ˚f = ϕ˚f(a, n) : A× N→ 2 in Free-Variables notation:
A× N ∋ (a, n)
ι
7→ (a, n) 7→ (a, countD(n))
7→
{
false if countD(n) /∈ Df , (“outside” case),
[ a
.
=A df(countD(n)) ] [ ∈ 2 ] if countD(n) ∈ Df .
This given, we define in this general case
µ[f ] =def f̂ ◦ countD ◦̂ µϕ˚f : A ⇀ N→ D → B.
Note first that f̂ : Df → B comes by (formal) Domain restriction of a genuine
PR map f̂ : D → B′ : Df = {D |Df}, D (and B
′) fundamental: This by
definition of maps of Theory PRA = PR+ (abstr).
Second: wider count countD, available in particular for D as a fundamental
Object, Codomain-restricts here nicely, gives “again” µ-representation of f, here
via D ⊇ Df = {D |Df : D → 2}.
This taken together gives µ-representation of general partial PR-map
f : A ⇀ B as
f =̂ µ[f ] =by def (f̂ ◦ countD) ◦̂ µϕ˚f : A
µϕ˚f / N
countD// D
bf // B.
So we have reached
Another Proved Instance of Church’s Thesis:
- The notion of a µ-recursive (partial) map is equivalent to that of a Partial
PR map, over “all” Theories of Primitive Recursion.
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- Theories PR̂A and µR are equivalent, and the Closure Theorem
̂̂
S ∼= Ŝ
above then shows µµR ∼= µR :
- Level-one µ-recursion is enough for getting all µ-recursive maps. By the
above, this gives the well known corresponding result for while programs:
one while loop is enough: Any such program can be equivalently trans-
formed into a while loop program without nesting of while loops.
- All this works as well for strengthenings S, Ŝ of PRA and PR̂A respec-
tively. We would name the corresponding Theory of µ-recursion µS ∼= Ŝ.
Conclusion so far:
- We can eliminate formal existential quantification – as well as (individual,
formal) variables – from the theory of µ-recursion: we interprete appli-
cation of µ-operator to predicates of theories S strengthening PR Theory
PRA = PR+ (abstr) as suitable partial maps, maps in Theory Ŝ.
- The µ-operator canonically extends to all partial predicates ϕ : A×N⇀ 2,
and associates to them just partial maps µϕ : A ⇀ N, within Ŝ itself. So,
“once again”, we see, that theories Ŝ of partial PR maps are closed, this
time under the µ-operator, “in parallel” to Closure of Ŝ under forming
partial maps: partial partial PR maps “are” partial PR maps.
- We have the following chain of categorical equivalences of theories consid-
ered so far:
S ⊏ µS ∼= µµS ∼=
̂̂
S ∼= Ŝ ⊐ S,
the inclusions being diagonal-monoidal PR compatible with the equiva-
lences.
[ A partial PR map f : A ⇀ B which is, “by hazard”, a total map –
discussion of overall termination = total definedness in part RCF 2 (ε&C),
is in general not itself PR: only its graph (df , f) : Df → A × B is PR.
Ackermann type maps, in particular evaluation of all PR-map-codes,
are formally partial maps. In well defined cases, they can be forced –
by plausible additional axiom – to become on-terminating, i. e. to get
defined-argument enumeration epimorphic.]
- Conversely, application of the µ-operator, already just to PRA-predicates
ϕ = ϕ(a, n) : A× N→ 2, generates all partial PRA-maps f : A ⇀ B.
- As important special cases of basic PR theories S we have at the moment
Theory PRA = PR + (abstr) itself as well as the PR trace PA ↾ PRA
of PA : All PRA-maps (map terms) with all those equations in between,
which are derivable by PA : Our theories, notions, and results have a
structure-preserving Interpretation into (within) Peano-Arithmetic PA.
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Same for set theories in place of PA, in particular ZF, ZFC and their
first order subsystems 1ZF, 1ZFC = 1ZF+ACC. ACC is the Axiom
of Countable Choice.
7 Content Driven Loops, in particular while Loops
Classically, with variables, a while loop wh = wh [χ | f ] is “defined” in pseu-
docode by
wh(a) : = [ a′ : = a;
while χ(a′) do a′ : = f(a′) od;
wh(a) : = a′ ].
The formal version of this – within a classical, element based setting – is the
following partial-(Peano)-map characterisation:
wh(a) = wh [χ | f ] (a) =
{
a if ¬χ(a)
wh(f(a)) if χ(a)
: A ⇀ A.
It is possible to give a static Definition of wh = wh [χ | f ] : A ⇀ A, within
PR̂A ⊐ PRA (and strengthenings) as follows:
With ϕ = ϕ [χ | f ](a, n) =def ¬χ f
n(a)
=by def ¬χ f
§(a, n) : A× N→ A→ 2→ 2,
the while loop
wh = wh [χ | f ] : A ⇀ A is given as
wh =def f
µϕ [χ |f ](a)
=by def f
§ ◦̂ (idA, µ ϕ [χ |f ])
=by def f
§ ◦̂ (A× µϕ [χ | f ]) ◦̂ ∆A :
A→ A× A ⇀ A× N→ A.
In this generalised categorical sense, we have within theories Ŝ ⊐ S (S strength-
ening PRA), all while loops.
Characterisation Theorem for while loops over S, within Theory Ŝ : For
χ : A→ 2 (control) and f : A→ A (step), both – for the time being – S-maps,
while loop wh = wh [χ | f ] : A ⇀ A (as defined above), is characterised by the
following implications within Ŝ :
Ŝ ⊢ ¬χ ◦ a =⇒ wh ◦̂ a
.
= a : A ⇀ 2, uland
Ŝ ⊢ χ ◦ a =⇒ wh ◦̂ a
.
= wh ◦̂ f ◦ a.
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Dominated Termination of while loop
wh = wh[χ | f ] = wh[χ | f ] (a) : A ⇀ A,
at argument a ∈ A, is expressed by
[m def wh[χ | f ] (a) ] =def ¬χ f
m(a) : N×A→ 2 :
In words: iteration of endo f : A → A, applied to argument a, reaches stop
condition ¬χ after (at most) m steps. Here both: argument a ∈ A as well
as iteration counter m ∈ N, are free variables (categorically: projections).
[m def wh[χ | f ] (a)
.
=A a¯ ] is to mean:
[m def wh[χ | f ] (a) ]
∧ wh[χ | f ] (a)
.
=A f
min{n≤m | ¬χfn(a)}(a)
=by def f
§(a,min{n ≤ m |n¬χ fn(a)})
.
=A a¯ :
N×A2 → 2, m ∈ N, a, a¯ ∈ A free.
[“Variable” n ∈ N used in the min PR Operator is auxiliary, bounded by m. It
does not count as a (free) variable.]
From a logical point of view, there are – at least – the following open Ques-
tions, in
Arithmetics Complexity Problem:
(i) Does Theory PR admit strict, consistent strengthenings, or is it a simple
theory, will say that it admits its given notion of equality and the indiscrete
(inconsistency) equality of its maps as only “congruences?”, cf. a simple
group which has as normal subgroups only itself and {1}. Because of rea-
sons to be explained in later work, my guess here is: PR admits non-trivial
strengthenings, in particular I suppose that the PR trace of PA, explained
above, is a strict strengthening of PR resp. PRA = PR+ (abstr).
We cannot exclude at present that all these strengthenings of PR make
up a whole lattice of (Free-Variables) Arithmetical Theories, each of them
giving particular, “new” features to Primitive Recursive Arithmetics.
(ii) Already at start we possibly have such a strengthening: If Free-Variables
(“Free Variables” in the classical sense) Primitive Recursive Arithmetic
PRA is defined to have as its terms all map terms obtainable by the
(full) schema of Primitive Recursion, and as formulae just the defining
equations for the maps introduced by that schema, then I see no way to
prove all of the usual semiring equations for N :
We need Freyd’s uniqueness (FR!) – section 1 above – of the initialised
iterated: From this Horn clause we can show (!) in particular Good-
stein’s uniqueness rules U1 to U4 on which his Proof of the semiring
properties of N is based. He takes these rules as axioms.
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My guess is here – if I have understood right the definition of PRA –
that PR = PRA + (FR!) is a strict strengthening of PRA, at least if
there is no “underground” connection to the set theoretic view of maps as
(possibly infinite) argument-value tables.
(iii) So again, Arithmetic would become simpler, if Theory PR would turn
out to be simple. If not, we have a diversity of Arithmetics, a diversity
intuitively far below such issues as Independence of the Axiom of Choice
or of the Continuum Hypothesis. At least the latter is open in the con-
text of a Constructive Analysis based on map theoretic, Free-Variables
(variable-free) Primitive Recursive and µ-recursive Arithmetics.
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